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INTRODUCTION

We provide in this letter a brief overview of a recently
proposed generative model called Acoustic Emotion Gaussians
(AEG) for emotion-based music signal processing and infor-
mation retrieval [3]–[8]. The idea is to present the possible
affective responses to a music clip by a probability distribu-
tion, so as to account for the subjective nature of emotion
perception. The term affective response in this letter refers to
the emotion people perceive as being expressed in a music
clip. Moreover, we describe emotions in terms of valence
(or pleasantness; positive or negative affective states) and
arousal (or activation; energy level), the two most important
dimensions of emotion [2], [9], [10]. For example, happiness is
an emotion state associated with a positive valence and a high
arousal, while sadness is an emotion state associated with a
negative valence and a low arousal. The valence-arousal (VA)
space is viewed as an Euclidean space and any point in the
VA space can be considered as a specific emotion state.

The name of the AEG model comes from its use of multiple
Gaussian distributions to model the affective content of music.
The algorithmic part of AEG has been first introduced in [6],
along with the preliminary evaluation of AEG for emotion-
based music annotation (aka music emotion recognition, or
MER). More details about the analysis part of the model
learning of AEG can be found in a recent article [8]. Due
to the parametric nature of AEG, model adaptation techniques
have also been proposed to personalize an AEG model in an
online, incremental fashion, rather than learning from scratch
[1], [7]. The application of AEG to emotion-based music
video generation and emotion-based music retrieval can be
found in [4] and [5], respectively. Moreover, as shown in [3],
the AEG model can be extended to explore the connection
between emotion dimensions and discrete emotion categories
for visualization and retrieval purposes.

In what follows, we briefly describe the AEG model, and
then introduce its five possible applications. The source codes
for implementing AEG can be obtained from the link: http:
//slam.iis.sinica.edu.tw/demo/AEG/.

THE AEG MODEL

As Figure 1 shows, AEG involves the generative process
of VA emotion distributions from audio signals. To start the
generative process of AEG, we first learn an acoustic GMM
as the bases to represent a music clip,

p(x) =
∑K

k=1
πkAk(x |mk,Sk) , (1)
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the generative process of the AEG model.

where Ak(·) is the k-th component Gaussian, and πk, mk,
and Sk are its corresponding prior weight, mean vector, and
covariance matrix, respectively. Suppose that we have an emo-
tion annotated corpus X consisting of N music clips {si}Ni=1.
Given a set of short-time feature vectors {xi,t}Ti

t=1 extracted
from a clip si, we first compute the posterior probability for
each feature vector,

p(Ak | xi,t) =
Ak(xi,t |mk,Sk)∑K

h=1Ah(xi,t |mh,Sh)
. (2)

Then, the clip-level topic posterior probability θi,k of si can
be approximated by

θi,k ← p(zk | si) ≈
1

Ti

∑Ti

t=1
p(Ak | xi,t) . (3)

We put the values of {θi,k}Kk=1 in a single vector θi ∈ RK

called topic posterior vector to represent the audio content.
In view of the subjectivity of emotion perception, a music

clip in the labeled dataset is usually annotated by multiple
subjects. Let ei,j ∈ R2 (a vector indicating the VA values)
denote the annotation of si given by the j-th subject, and Ui

denotes the number of subjects who have annotated si. We
assume that each annotation ei,j can be generated from an
affective GMM weighted by its topic posterior vector θi,

p(ei,j | θi) =
∑K

k=1
θi,kGk(ei,j | µk,Σk) , (4)

where Gk(·) is a bivariate Gaussian, and µk and Σk are the
mean vector and covariance matrix of the k-th component (i.e.,
latent topic). Then, we obtain the log-likelihood function of
total annotations over X :

L = log
∑

i

∑
j

∑
k
θi,kGk(ei,j | µk,Σk) . (5)

To learn the parameters of the affective GMM, we adopt the
EM algorithm to maximize Eq. 5 with respect to {µk,Σk}Kk=1.



In the E-step, we compute the posterior probabilities:

p(zk | ei,j) =
θi,kGk(ei,j | µk,Σk)∑K

h=1 θi,hGk(ei,j | µh,Σh)
. (6)

In the M-step, we obtain the updating forms,

µ′
k ←

∑
i

∑
j p(zk | ei,j)ei,j∑

i

∑
j p(zk | ei,j)

, (7)

Σ′
k ←

∑
i

∑
j p(zk | ei,j)(ei,j − µ′

k)(ei,j − µ′
k)

T∑
i

∑
j p(zk | ei,j)

. (8)

A thorough analysis of the learning process of the AEG model
can be found in [8].

MUSIC EMOTION RECOGNITION

AEG predicts the emotion distribution of an unseen clip by
using its topic posterior θ̂ = {θ̂k}Kk=1 on the learned affective
GMM. We can also use a single, representative Gaussian
G(µ̂, Σ̂) to approximate the weighted affective GMM [6]:

µ̂ =
∑

k
θ̂kµk , (9)

Σ̂ =
∑

k
θ̂k

(
Σk + (µk − µ̂) (µk − µ̂)

T
)
. (10)

The accuracy of MER can be measured by computing the
KL divergence between the groundtruth (i.e., human labeled)
and the predicted ones, or by comparing the mean VA values.
Evaluations on two emotion-labeled datasets have validated
the effectiveness of AEG over prior arts for MER [8].

PERSONALIZED MUSIC EMOTION RECOGNITION

Personalization is important for practical emotion-based
music applications. As AEG is a probabilistic model, it can
incorporate personal information of a particular user via model
adaptation techniques to make custom predictions. In light of
the cognitive load for annotating music emotion, we cannot
assume that a user is willing to provide a sufficient amount
of personal annotations at once to make the system reach an
acceptable performance level. On the contrary, a user may
provide annotations sporadically in different listening sessions.
An online learning strategy is therefore desirable. When the
annotations of a target user are scarce, a good online learning
method needs to prevent over-fitting to the personal data in
order to keep certain model generalizability.

Motivated by the GMM-universal background model devel-
oped for speaker verification, we can first treat the affective
GMM learned from broad subjects as a background model, and
then employ, for example, maximum likelihood linear regres-
sion (MLLR) [1] or maximum a posteriori (MAP) methods
[7] to update the parameters of the background model in an
online fashion using the personal annotations. The resulting
personalized model should find a good trade-off between the
target user’s annotations and the background model.
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Fig. 2. The stress-sensitive user interface for emotion-based music retrieval.
Users can (a) specify a point or (b) draw a trajectory, while specifying the
variance with different levels of duration.

EMOTION-BASED MUSIC RETRIEVAL

The VA space creates a straightforward visualization means
for music collection browsing [9]. Moreover, it offers a ready
canvas for music retrieval through the specification of a point
in the emotion space. For example, users can retrieve music
clips of certain emotions without specifying the song titles
or artist names, or draw a trajectory to indicate the desired
emotion changes across a list of songs (e.g. from tenderness
to anger) [11]. An interesting retrieval approach enabled by
AEG is to use a Gaussian-based query by specifying the
desired variances (or the confidence level at the center point)
of emotion by pressing a point in the VA space with different
levels of duration or strength. As Figure 2 illustrates, the
variance of the Gaussian gets smaller as one increases the
duration or strength of pressing. Larger variances indicate less
specific emotion around the center point. After specifying the
size of a circular variance shape, one can even pinch fingers
to adjust the variance shape. For a trajectory-based query
input, similarly, the corresponding variances are determined
according to the dynamic speed when drawing the trajectory.
Fast speed corresponds to a less specific query and the system
will return pieces whose variances of emotion are larger. If
songs with more specific emotions are desirable, one can slow
down the speed when drawing the trajectory. Such queries can
be handled by AEG by various ways, as shown in [5].

EMOTION-BASED MUSIC VIDEO GENERATION

Nowadays, everyone can easily create a video sequence by a
consumer camcorder and broadcast it over the Internet through
video sharing websites such as YouTube. To enhance the
entertaining and aesthetic qualities of the video sequences, it
is useful to accompany a video sequence with a piece of music
that goes well together. For example, people like to accompany
sports video by exciting music, and cheerful music for home
video. We can formulate machine-based automatic generation
of music videos as a cross-modality retrieval problem and
tackle it based on an extension of AEG. Specifically, this can
be done by jointly learning the tripartite relationship among
music, video, and emotion from an emotion-annotated corpus
of music videos. Figure 3 is an illustration of this Acousticvi-
sual Emotion Gaussians (AVEG) model. For a music clip (or
a video sequence), the AVEG model is applied to predict its
emotion distribution in the VA space from the corresponding
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Fig. 3. System diagram of the Acousticvisual Emotion Gaussians (AVEG)
model for emotion-based music video generation.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the generation flow between tag-based and VA-based
emotion semantics of music. Two component models, namely Acoustic Tag
Bernoullis (ATB) and AEG, are shown in the left and right panels, respectively.
The representative VA Gaussian of a tag can be generated by following the
black dashed arrows.

low-level acoustic (resp. visual) features. Finally, music and
video are matched by measuring the distance between the
two corresponding emotion distributions, based on a distance
measure such as the KL divergence. This model won the first
prize in the 2012 ACM SIGMM Multimedia Grand Challenge.
Please refer to [4] for more details.

CONNECTING EMOTION DIMENSIONS AND CATEGORIES

In addition to describing emotions by dimensions, emotions
can also be described in terms of discrete labels, or tags.
While the dimensional approach offers a simple means for
constructing a 2-D user interface, the categorical approach
offers an atomic description of music that is easy to be
incorporated into conventional text-based retrieval systems.
Being two extreme scenarios (discrete/continuous), the two
approaches actually share a unified goal of understanding the
emotion semantics of music. As the two approaches are func-
tionally complementary, it is therefore interesting to investigate
the relationship between them and combine their advantages
to enhance the performance of emotion-based music retrieval
systems. For example, as a novice user may be unfamiliar with
the essence of the valence and activation dimensions, it would
be helpful to display emotion tags in the emotion space to
give the user some cues. This can be achieved if we have the
mapping between the emotion tag space and the VA space.

Based on AEG, we can unify the two semantic modalities
under a unified probabilistic framework, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
Specifically, we establish a probabilistic framework consisting
of two component models, the Acoustic Tag Bernoullis (ATB)
model and the AEG model, to computationally model the
generative processes from acoustic features to the perceptions
of an emotion tag and a pair of valence-activation values,
respectively. The latent topics {zk}Kk=1 can act as a bridge
between the two spaces, so that the ATB and AEG models

can share and transit the semantic information to each other.
The latent topics are learned directly from acoustic feature
vectors, and thus the training datasets for learning the ATB and
AEG models can be totally separate, relieving the requirement
for a jointly-annotated dataset for the two emotion modalities.
Interested readers are referred to [3] for details.

CONCLUSIONS

In this letter, we have presented the main ideas of a novel
generative model called AEG for music emotion applications.
We have also presented five applications of AEG, includ-
ing MER, personalized MER, emotion-based music retrieval,
emotion-based music video generation, and connecting emo-
tion dimensions and categorical tags. As AEG is a generic
framework, it can be easily extended to other multimedia data
such as speech, image and video. It is hoped that the letter
can bring more attention to affective-based applications for
multimedia retrieval and recommendation.
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